Sure, we've won the War.

**BUT THE COST GOES ON!**
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**Our Democracy producTion for Peace**
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**NOT FIRST WITH NYLONS**
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**ACME FUEL CO.**

Coal Fuel Oil and Kerosene

36-26 Central Avenue

Hawthorne, N. J.
Stoppage Of Bond Buying Will Never Bring Recovery For Our Boys

CBS Seal Buys Bat at $3,000

Current Milk Shortage Led to Supply

This is Fort Dix

Times Are Hard Now

Flour Mills

Our Boys Fought This Day Secure

Today The Traditional Thanksgiving Takes on a Deeper Meaning. It is a Day to be Spent in Reverent Thankfulness for Peace; In Prayer for Those Who Never Again Will Celebrate this Holiday They Fought to Preserve. A Prayer for the Future of America.

THE HAWTHORNE PRESS

Thanksgiving Day - 1945

Survivors Return Home Local

Stencher's

In the Need for Good Men in Service

TVW N. 395

DEC. 3, 1945

1945 FREEWAYS AND PARKWAYS NEEDED

1945 Youth Week Starts January 27

A Very Happy Thanksgiving